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CADMAC was founded in 1960, and is affiliated to the British Model Flying Association, which is
the governing body for all aspects of model flying in Great Britain. The Turbulator newsletter
has been produced since 1965, relying on regular reports and contributions from Club
members. The Club website is at www.cadmac.org.uk.

The Hon. Ed. Looking pleased that his C/L Weatherman
flew well, piloted by Dick James, assisted by Dick Stepney.

Mind the Lines.
Sitting in the shade of the trees and watching the control line flying was excellent way to get
back to normality! I took my Weatherman, built 2 years ago, and with lines, fuel and battery
donated by the CL group, I was able to see m plane fly for the first time. The engine, a McCoy
19 was reluctant to run initially but the experts soon found the correct throttle setting and
went round until the tank was empty. Some entertaining stunting was put on by Dick Stepney
and Kim Jones using their larger models.
Some grass cutting has been undertaken; it seems to grow 3 inches overnight!
Holy Trinity.
Some nice calm evenings in the last month has seen the free-flight group making the most of it
with their scale rubber models. The contests for these lasts all month and some good times
have been recorded. Sadly lacking has been the RC section, just Andy and couple of others
flying DLG or small models.
Dovers Green.
It was nice to receive a report from this group, sent in by Peter Huggett.

Pete Mortlock and Mick Clark with the Grasshopper Electric powered 6 foot wingspan, rudder
and elevator “Mother Ship ".
Ready to launch is the Diamond 600mm wing span glider, also R/C controlled, mounted
underneath as seen in the photo.
Release of the glider is by the glider pilot applying full down elevator.
Competition is who can land nearest the centre of landing strip with the glider.
Come to Dovers Green to have a try.

CADMAC Annual BBQ.
This event takes place at the Dovers Green flying field on the 12th August, with a
backup date of 19th August if rained off. All are welcome.
Apart from the excellent food available on the day, the Committee has organized
a portable TOILET to be installed for both dates.
Let’s hope the weather Gods are kind to us this year; we hope to see you all
there.
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